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“Tech. Time”
Integrating
Assistive
Technology
in the Classroom

• About CCVI
• Our team of professionals
• EIP/Preschool/Kindergarten
• Itinerant/School Age

By Tammy Bruegger, OTD, M.S.Ed, OTR/L,
ATP
The Children’s Center for the Visually Impaired

Assessment
Who are you?

Assistant Professor,

• About the audience

Rockhurst University
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Individuals with Disabilities Education
Improvement Act (Public Law 108-446) (IDEA,
2004)

1. Participants will understand
principles of universal design and
evidence to support Tech time.

Objectives

Assistive technology (AT) is any item, piece of equipment, software
program or product system whether acquired commercially, modified
or customized that is used to increase, maintain or improve functional
capabilities of persons with disabilities.

2. Participants will understand access
adaptations available on the iPad and
computer for children with complex
needs including multiple disabilities,
cortical/cerebral visual impairment, low
vision/blindness.

Assistive technology service is “any service that directly assists a
child with a disability in the selection, acquisition, or use of an
assistive technology device.”

3. Participants will be introduced to the
“Tech. Time” class format utilizing
interprofessional collaboration and
training for children/students and
professional staff.
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Universal
Design
for
Learning

Framework to improve and optimize
teaching and learning for all people
based on scientific insights into how
humans learn.
Based on:
-zone of proximal development,
-scaffolding
-modeling.
http://www.cast.org/our-work/about-udl.html#.XkhJKJNKgdU
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Universal Design and Assistive Technology
“A UD framework applied to AT services is a paradigm shift from the
traditional AT service in that it takes a broader view of what are the key
barriers and facilitators that impact on the delivery of a quality assessment
process.”(MacKeogh, T.,Dillenburg, K. Donovan, J. 2018)
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Foundation for “Tech Time” Training
Teachers, health
professionals,
students, parents
need ongoing support
and practice

Barriers to
Child
Proficiency
with AT
(Karlsson, P., Johnston, C.,
& Barker, K.,2018)

Lack of
time
available
for training,
programing

AT personnel are often trained in a single area of
expertise (e.g., visual, hearing, mobility products)

System barriers

Many people require a range of AT products and
services from multiple sources to meet their specific
needs.

Service delivery
cannot be in isolation,
but requires
collaboration and
partnership with all
stakeholders.
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This approach is complex and requires collaborative
multi-disciplinary approaches
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Outcomes-based frameworks:

Development of new staffing models:
Shift some tasks from specialist to generalist.
Task shifting aims to increase the workforce to
enhance services, while lowering costs.

Offer
flexibility in
terms of how
something can
be achieved

Need: post-graduate interprofessional education and
training workshops for clinicians who work with AT

Have a broad
application
across different
settings and
environments

Allows for
innovation

Enhances the required skill mix for effective and
appropriate AT provision.
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Personnel in assistive technology (AT) provision
should be trained using a person-centered team
approach, which emphasizes appropriate skill-mix
to address multiple needs within the community.

Access to
AT and
AT
training

Active
Engagement

Concerns include sustainability with the current
and future needs and competence of providers.

Access to AT has improved outcomes and
participation in education in a variety of diagnoses
groups (MacKeogh, T.,Dillenburg, K. Donovan, J.,
2018).
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Hands on

In context

Purposeful

Adult Learning Theory
Knowledge Transfer
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Other
Literacies

Functional Literacy- The
literacy skills required to
navigate society successfully.

Content Literacy- The use of
literacy in specific areas such as
math literacy or science literacy.

Early Literacy- What a child
knows about communication,
reading, and writing before
they learn to read and write.

Developmental Literacy- A
form of literacy instruction
that takes a child’s stage of
development in consideration.
In essence, it provides
developmentally appropriate
literacy instruction.

Balanced Literacy- A reading
program that uses several
different reading methods to
offer differentiated reading
instruction.

Critical Literacy- Is a
collection of dispositions and
skills that cultivate innovative
teaching, critical thinking, and
active inquiry.
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“Tech. Time”
Students and staff try
alternative access and modes
in a relaxed, fun environment.

Variety of professionals
facilitate different viewpoints
and shared experience that can
be continued in other settings
throughout the child’s day.

No one is the expert. Everyone
contributes, learns and is
included.

Participation and engagement
increases for everyone.
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AT areas to Consider

S-Student-----what are their needs?

• Seating/Positioning
• Literacy: Reading, writing, concept development, executive function,

SETT
Framework

cognition.

• Access to variety of devices
• Augmentative Communication
•
•
•
•

Environmental Control

E-Environment-----where does the child need to
function?
T-Task-----What are the tasks they need to be
able to do?
T-Tool-----What are the tools that they need to
learn?

Recreation and Leisure
Vision and Hearing
Needs for participation

Free downloads from: http://www.joyzabala.com/
18
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Assistive Technology Assessment Process:
Identify Need

Assistive Technology Assessment Process:
Data Gathering
2. Data gathering via interviews with the student, parent and
professionals
• What are the student’s present level of performance

1. Identify/define the need for AT considerations

•
•
•
•

Is the student a tactual learner?
How does the student access curriculum and instruction?

• What are the tasks the student is performing
• What are the environments the student is performing in?
• Brainstorm potential AT solutions using:AT evaluations,

Are curriculum materials accessible for the student?
What has been tried and what should we try?

inventories, checklists, assessments (Mason, T., 2018).
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Assistive Technology Assessment Process
Conduct Trials/Integrate AT

Planning/Feedback Sheet

4. Conduct AT trials using data gathering templates

• Date
• Class topic
• Instructions on how to open app. or access

5. Integrate AT solutions into entire school day and home

• Present the AT solution
• Facilitate the integration of the solution into the student’s program
• Develop IEP goals and collaborative plans with educational team

mode, strategy to use

• What went well?
• What didn’t go so well”
• Suggestions for next time:

(Mason, T., 2018).
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• Preparation time-email or discuss needs of group,

Warm Up

design activities, choose programs or apps to use, set
up prior to class

•OT can lead or work with

• Warm up-song with actions to increase alert learning

other staff on what movements
to emphasize.

state and get muscles ready to

• Professionals pair up with 1-2 kids working on similar

Class
Structure

•Use of CCTV with distance

types of access.

• Leader (AT) demonstrates how to use accessibility

viewing, or iPad in camera
mode or with magnifier app. for
low vision students to see
actions.

features

• Students practice with teacher, para/aide, therapist.
• Leader circulates to help with access or individual
strategies

•Students with Blindness or

• Feedback after class by teacher,

other complex needs can use
co-active or hand under hand to
learn actions.

paraprofessionals/aides and therapists on
questionnaire to make adaptations
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Paraprofessionals

Classroom Teacher

•Are part of team and take ownership in
learning technology and integrating it with
students

• Can circulate or work with one

•Give feedback on what worked and what

• TVI can see how other students use

student

didn’t work.

technology in the classroom.

•Know students well and if asked will give

• Provide input to other staff on
strategies.

feedback and generate ideas.

•If they learn set up of equipment and

• Integrate technology at other times

switches will use it the most and insure that
there is carryover in class.
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during the day with other lessons if
they know how to use it and feel
comfortable
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Possible Topics

Computer/Ipad/tablet/smartphone,
Chromebook-cloud based, extensions/apps

• Magnification-need for contrast, size, lighting, what feels comfortable to child.
• Text to speech-auditory skills, following digital instructions, identifying sounds, words,

ü Text to speech/speech to text

sentences.

•
•
•
•

ü Switch access-built in or app. dependent

Voice Over-screen navigation with swiping and double tap to open app

Built in
Accessibility
Features

Visually guided reach/point
Switch access-determine best switches to use, access site, fatigue level/use over time
Eye gaze, functional vision skills

• Tablet functions-tap, swipe, double tap, pinch, expand, flick
• Keyboard functions-letters, number, enter, backspace, space (Space and enter can be

ü Bluetooth-pairs with any Bluetooth device
ü Speech to text-dictation
ü Gestures/Assistive Touch
ü Guided access
ü Onscreen keyboard/ext. Keyboard,
refreshable braille display

used to emulate switch for access with scanning)

ü Word prediction

• Coding-
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”Recipes” on iPad

Cortical/Cerebral
Visual Impairment
Adaptations

Tips for
Intervention
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• Control visual input to avoid
overstimulation
• Eliminate extraneous noise or visual
distractions.
• Present one object or picture at a time.
• Start with objects, object symbols, picture
icon symbols.
• Use touch or movement as cue.
• Use language to label and describe
objects.(comparative language)
• Movement may assist child or adult to find
the objects.
• Base interventions on functional level on
CVI scale (Roman, 2008)
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CVI considerations
Complexity

Normal or minimally abnormal eye exam. Inefficient, highly variable visual
sense.

• Difficulty with visual novelty
• Visually attends in near space only
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Signs and
Symptoms
of CVI
Neurological visual
processing disorder

Difficulties with visual complexity

•
•
•
•
•

Non-purposeful gaze/light gazing behaviors
Distinct color preference
Visual field deficits
Visual latency
Attraction to movement, especially rapid movements
Absent or atypical visual reflexive responses

Array
Hiding
Simplify background
Assess visuals
Environment

Difficulty with visually guided reach

Images retrieved from https://cvi.aphtech.org/?page_id=1713
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CVI Considerations
Color Preference

CVI Considerations
Salient Features
• Most noticeable or
important.

• Part of picture or object
that holds most meaning.

• Part-Whole

• Emotional connection
• Foreground/background
• Figure ground (text and

• Color preference and tolerance

graphics)

•
•
•
•

One color
2 - 3 high contrast color
Highlighting color
Shading

Image from https://mayer-johnson.com/products/pcshigh-contrast-vol1-cd-win-mac,

Image from https://enablingdevices.com/product-category/communicationdevices/page/2/
Images from www.amazon.com
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Sensory Issues
•
•
•
•
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Headphones
•
•
•
•

Auditory
Movement
Positioning

Noise cancelling headphones
Adjustable volume
Can help with focus in class

Reduces noise from other children and
apps/programs.
• Teach students to manage their materials from the
start.

Need for tactile or kinesthetic feedback/input

36
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Augmentative Communication

Switches, Interfaces and
Mounting Systems

Visually Impaired Communicator
Deaf-blind Communicator
• Tactile Symbol Communicators
• Dedicated AAC/SGD devices-Novachat,
Tobii/Dynavox, PRC-Accent 1000
• Considerations for AAC-icon size, contrast,
spacing, auditory scanning, single
switch/auto scan, two switch scanning
• Big Mack/Little Mack/Sequencer
•
Keyguards, Mounting Systems
•
•

• Trials for physical access
• Variety of switches, mounting
Systems, switch adapted scissors, toys
to meet needs of individual children.

• Variety of keyboards; onscreen and
external, refreshable braille display
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Assistive Technology for V.I.

Keyboard Adaptations
Fine Motor Issues

Writing aides
Adaptive keyboard
Smart Brailler
Perkins Brailler
Mountbatten Learning System
Braille Notetakers-Braillenote
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IcUNnnwFm4g
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SraqkVRwTgo
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Alternative Mouse Options
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Joystick

Head pointer

Head mouse

Eye Gaze

Voice-Speech
to Text

Text to Speech

Mouse Skill Apps-point, drag
• StarfallABC
• Build it up
• Starfall

• Logitech Joystick button

42
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Class Examples
Class 1

Class 2-Practice setting up text to
speech and navigating desk top or screen
with text to speech, practice swiping, use
of arrows, opening apps. or software.

Class 1-Practice basic skills/vocabulary of iPad-home button, sound,
headphones plug in, touch/point, swipe, touch joystick button to turn page
(tactile)

Use same software/websites to build in
familiarity. Dexteria Jr. to practice touch
and pinch, Zanytouch app. to practice
gestures.

Class 2

• Use Magnification or Zoom under accessibility or with apps.with digital
books, letter or number concepts etc. based on needs of child. Tar Heel
Reader, Audible.com, Adapted Play Books, Bookshare, VoiceDream, Pictello
etc.
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May use Recipe for gesture with kids that
use switches. Blindfold Simon etc.
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Class 3-Practice switch access for
books/websites using “recipes” or other access.

• Pass around switch toys, scissors etc. and let

Class 4

everyone try it to see how it works.

• Switch apps and software: Choose it Maker,
Match it, counting songs, switch training,
www.helpkidslearn.com etc.

Class 3

Class 4-Keyboard access-set
up keyboards onscreen or
external and use keyboard
exploration apps. or software,
practice spelling or typing
name for those children who
are able.

• Unique Learning curriculum (books on
Pictello),

• Choose it Maker with choices to ask questions
about books with pictures and written label,
text to speech output.
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Try it with all children using
hand under hand/partner
assisted movements. Spell a
Word, Scan a Word, KB
Explorer, Talking Typer,
Keeble keyboard, Abilipad,
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Search Results

Other Class Ideas

Steam/Coding

• Class 5-Continue to work on areas individualized for each child accessing

•
•
•
•
•

same apps and software. Coloring apps-superhero coloring, Finger Paint,
ColorStudio, RadSounds, See me color, Exploring Braille, color ID, Garage
Band, xylophone, Starfall.com, Starfall ABC’s, Touchtrainer, Seeing AI

• Class 6- Coding-using apps to practice coding on iPad. Tynker: Coding
Games for Kids, Ballyland Code 1-2, 3

• Class 7-Writing-First Author (computer), Abilipad, writing own book in

Sphero Play
Code and Go Mouse and system
Tynker app.
Code Carts app.
Coding Games for Kids-2 years

Book Creator or Pictello.
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Sphero Play
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Code and Go Mouse
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Braille

Braille Apps

Possible OT Goals
1. Develop tactile
discrimination
2. Learn left and right
3. Bilateral tracking with fingers
4. Finger strength
5. Dexterity/fine motor
6. Tactile and braille toys
7. Spatial Orientation
8. Large cell to small cell

●
●
●
●

●
●
●
●
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Exploring Braille with Madilyn and Ruff
Visual Brailler
Braille Tutor
Pocket Braille
Other Vision Apps
TapTapSee
Color ID
Lazarillo-gps for orientation and mobility
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Variety of Apps/Software
• Choose it Maker
• Pictello, Book Creator
• Tar Heel Game Play-switch or touch
•
•
•
•

Tar Heel Reader
Starfall/Starfall ABC
Big Bang Pictures
Abilipad, Keedogo Plus

• CVI Training
• Finger Paint
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Switch Apps

First Author Software
Ready to Print, Letter Quiz

•
•
•
•
•
•

Counting Songs
Inclusive Tech. Literacy, Numeracy
KB Explorer
Spell a Word, Scan a Word
Notability
Adaptive Play Books
Mag Light

Tar Heel Game Play
Match it
Choose it Maker
SoundingBoard
Big Bang Patterns/Pictures

•
•
•
•

Adaptive Play books
Inclusive Tech. Apps/
Helpkidslearn.com
Judy Lynn Inc. apps.
• Mazes

Counting Songs

54
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Reading/Writing Apps
•
•
•
•
•
•

Tarheel Reader
Adapted Play Books
Bookshare: Dolphin Dream Weaver
Starfall
Pictello
Story Book Creator

•
•
•
•
•
•

Keyboarding Apps
•
•
•
•

Print to Learn
Spell a Word
Scan a word
Abilipad

•
•
•
•

KB Explorer
Spell a Word
Keedogo plus
Scan a Word

Intellitalk
Talking Typer
Snap to type

Notability
My own books 2go
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Cortical/Cerebral
Visual- Impairment
Apps
Resources
Apps

Letter/Phonics/Literacy Apps

Apps:

Big Bang Patterns/Pictures
Inclusive Technology
• Literacy
• Numeracy
• Science
• Choose it Maker

•
•
•
•

Tap-N-See Now
Abilipad

Starfall ABC
Starfall

See me color
Choose it Maker
Fluidity
What’s Different

Ready to Print
LetterQuiz

Eye Movement Training
Ready to Print
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I Love Fireworks
Bubbles
Infant Visual
Rattle
Counting Bear
Notability
Keedogo/Keeble-high contrast keyboard
EDA Play, Toby
EDA Play Toby
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Unique Learning Book/

59

Abilipad

Choose It Maker
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Blindfold App. Games

Choose it
Maker

Blindfold Spin and Solve – Inspired by Wheel of Fortune, spin to guess a letter in
the phrase and win.
Blindfold Shuffleboard – Slide your discs into the scoring area, and push your
opponents discs out of the way.
Blindfold Road Trip– Be the first player to drive 1000 miles in this card game
similar to 1000 miles or Miles Bornes.
Blindfold Bingo – Play bingo with lots of patterns. Win coins. Record yourself
saying Bingo and share it.
Blindfold Crazy Eights with Friends – Crazy Eights card game with with other
people, via Game Center or in the same room.
Blindfold Barnyard– Move your animals from the barnyard to the fence to the
barn. It’s addicting!
Blindfold Word Games– Hangman, Word Ladder, Scramble and Word Flick.
Blindfold Horse Race– Race against other horses by walking your fingers on the
screen.
Blindfold Juggle– Juggle animals on earth and other planets.
Blindfold Color Crush – A cross between Bejeweled and Candy Crush.
Blindfold Rummy – Gin Rummy card game – collect sets and runs of cards.
Blindfold Tile Puzzle – Tile games including 2048 and Threes, with several
variations.
Blindfold Vee Ball – Just like Skee ball: Roll a ball up a ramp to land in the highest
point hole.
Blindfold Craps – Dice game where you bet on the outcome of a dice roll, just like
in Las Vegas.
Blindfold Air Hockey – Air Hockey – use your mallet to shoot the puck into your
opponent’s goal.
Blindfold Breakout – Breakout game where you smash bricks with a ball, similar
to the arcade game.
Blindfold Bowling – Ten pin bowling just like at the bowling alley.

• Accessible quizzing
on books or other
topics

Blindfold Hopper – Inspired by the old video game frogger.
Blindfold Pong – Pong game similar to the classic arcade game.
Blindfold Dominoes -Dominoes game where you play until you are out of tiles or
blocked.
Blindfold Hearts – Hearts card game where you avoid collecting hearts or you can
shoot the moon.
Blindfold Simon – My Simon type game where you follow patterns based on
gestures and sounds.
Blindfold Spades – Spades card game where you bid and collect tricks as you win
each hand.
Blindfold War – The classic war card game where you try to collect all the cards.
Blindfold Solitaire – Solitaire card games including Klondike, Spider, Free Cell,
Golf and many others.
Blindfold Wildcard – An Uno type card game.
Blindfold Crazy Eights – Crazy Eights card game with several variants of play.
Blindfold Video Poker – Video Poker just like the machines in Las Vegas.
Blindfold Blackjack – Play Blackjack against the dealer.
Blindfold Sudoku – Audio Sudoku in a 9 by 9 grid, with easy, medium and hard
levels.
Blindfold Sudoku Mini – Audio Sudoku in a 4 by 4 grid, lots of fun and great for
people who never played Sudoku before.
Blindfold Cryptogram – Decode famous quotes and phrases in a letter substitution
game
Blindfold Racer – Drive your car using your ears, not your eyes. The original ga
me that started all of this.

Retrieved from https://blindfoldgames.org/2016/04/04/blindfold-games-aprilupdate/

Blindfold Roulette – Play roulette just like in Las Vegas.
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Questions?
• tbruegger@ccvi.org
• Tammy.Bruegger@rock
hurst.edu
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